Imporantant notes:

DECAL

APPLICATION
INSTRUCTIONS

You won't be able to reposition your decal after the backing paper is removed, so plan carefully where you are going to put your vinyl
art. Decals are not reusable so please take care when positioning. They can be easily removed but may become damaged in the
process. Before you begin it is important to unroll decal and lay on flat surface with application tape facing down and backing paper
facing up.
With application tool (or credit card) rub down on the backing paper. This insures decal is gripped by the application tape.
Remove dust and debris from the surface with a dump cloth & allow to dry. Apply the included free test decal to your space or
similar surface to ensure proper adhesion before applying your purchased decal.
To remove heat with hair dryer on hot setting for s minute and slowly peal decal from the corner at a 45 degree angle.

Gather the tools you’ll need: scissors, measuring tape, application tool (squeegee or plastic card), masking tape or vinyl strips provided.
Step 1

Prepare the area Step 2

You need a clean, dry surface for your decal
to stick. So clean the area with alcohol or
soap&water. If you aply decal on to the wall
- wipe with a dump cloth & allow to dry. If
you have recently painted you need to wait
two weeks before applying your decal.

Step 5

Before you apply your decal you need
to position the graphic on the wall
using masking tape or vinyl strips
provided on four corners ensuring it is
level and you are happy with the position.

The sticking Step 6

Starting from the center, press transfer
paper with decal to the surface and
apply medium pressure with the squeegee or plastic card. Work slowly from
the middle out to the edge, keeping
tension on the corners.

Position your decal Step 3

The Hinge Step 4

Once you are happy with the position
place a strip of masking tape across the
centre of the decal to create a centre
hinge, or use provided vinyl strips.

Fold one side of the decal back. Peel
away the backing paper, if any letters
remain stuck to backing paper, rub
back down on the backing paper with
your finger and try again. Then cut
away the exposed backing paper.

Remove Hinge Step 7 Remove application tape Step 8

Remove the masking tape hinge or
vinyl strypes and peel away the remaining backing paper. Keeping tension on
the corners press the graphic onto the
surface repeating step 5.

Wait 10-15 min. and carefully peel off the application paper. The wall sticker should remain
stuck to the wall. Try and peel the transfer foil
away in a direction as close to parallel to the
wall as possible. If sections of the graphic stick
to the application paper you can push it back
to the wall rub with finger and try again.

The Peel

The big reveal

When the tape is removed your decal is
finished. Press any small, delicate parts
down gently with your finger.
Congratulations!
Stand back and admire your work!

